(9) How do you know a spectrum is red shifted? With which spectrum do
you compare?

What’s the difference between cosmological redshift, gravitational redshift and Doppler-redshift?

(10) How are you sure the sun is moving? How do you know the
expanding universe is responsible for the red shift and not the
spinning of the Galaxy?


(1) How can you measure the distance to a galaxy? Please explain the
different methods (pulsating stars, Supernovae type A, red shift,...)

 (3) How can you measure the mass of a Galaxy?

(2) How can you determine the Hubble constant Ho?

8)  How can one explain the expanding universe? What does the
space-time continuum expand into?

- the universe is expanding so how come the astronomical unit is
constant (ie. earth to sun is 1 au)

	Why does 1/h  give us the age of the universe?


- what is background radiation, how is it detected and how was it
formed

Can we say that there exists one special frame of reference that takes
into account relic radiation (?) calculations of this radiation based on
observations were made in the frame of reference connected with the
middle of our galaxy.


*   Can you further describe what dark matter is?

*   Could you give a detailed account of how the observed orbital
velocity deviates from what one would expect given the observed
distribution of visible matter?

4 ) how do they plan to detect dark matter in the LHC detectors?

(5) What do you mean by the cosmological constant?

3) is there a metaphoric way to approach the cosmological
constant?

What are the interpretations of the cosmological constant?

1) is the cosmological constant necessary nowadays, is it the same
as Einstein suggested ?  how can this constant be measured? And how
precise can the calculation be ?
(12) Is the acceleration of the universe depending on the general
relativity (changing distances)?

How do astronomers measure the acceleration of the universe?

*   On the graph with the 3 curves, what is the size of the error bars
and with the data so close in range, how did you decide its conclusion
regarding the % of dark matter?


How sure they are about the accelerating universe taking into account
the uncertainty of present day observations?

2) Methods or processes to measure dark energy.

Of the universe (100%) 69% is missing and of this 69%, 70% is DE and 30% is DM. how can we be sure of these figures?

(4) Please explain the calculation that leads to the 96% of dark
matter and energy.


2 ) we do know that Dark matter can be described as  invisible
matter which should exist to explain the movements of visible matter
in the galaxies what makes it different than Dark Energy? Is dark
matter more local and Dark energy more global.

*   How can you add the dark matter and dark energy in the pie chart
together if they have different effects (ie. matter drags things
together and dark energy repels things away from each other)?

1) How does the percentage of dark matter and dark energy change
with time? Can you explain?

3) Why matter took over dark matter later in time though
initially it was less?

- how do you get the % value of the dark energy - where's does it come
from.

 - is the increase in % of dark energy from the beginning of time to the
present a linear increase or exponential and is it possible to predict
the rate of change of dark energy for the future
5) Is the structure of the universe Euclidean?

	why is the universe flat?


7) what is the `fluctuation' you talked about with the magnitude
	Was it  energy or gravitational?


Why is the big bang theory taken for sure?

   5) tell us more about inflation please.

	what's the mechanism for the early inflation period

What was happening in the period of inflation?

4) Is the W-map used as the initial condition in the model of the
universe?

Are there other serious cosmological theories denying the big bang?
(e.g. Lee Smolin)

Are there other persons than Friedman who solved Einstein´s field
equations?

*   Could the topology of the universe cause repeated, mirror images of
clusters?

























	Are there any population-III-star left in the universe?


	What can be said about before the Big Bang?


	 What’s wrong in the Kaluza-Kline-theory?



6) what happens to a photon when it gets stopped by matter?


(8) What is the difference between the mini-black holes and the other
black holes. Is it true the mini-black holes only can be constructed
artificially?


(11) How can you compare different era's in history? How can you say
that the 21th century is more exciting than for example Newton's
period?


Could the theories affect the research at Cern?

What is meant by  expanding faster than the speed of light during the
inflation period?

Copernican system was simpler than the Ptolemaeian system? Shouldn´t
there be many different centers of rotation for the planets?


6) Is multi universe theory real? Do fundamental constants change
over time so as to project multi universes?

7)  Could you discuss the irreversibility of universe in the arrow
of time?

9) Is space defined?

10) A system under a limiting force changes its configuration and the
process is irreversible? Does it hold for the universe too?

  - could there be any connection/link between the increase in dark
energy and the possibility of multiverses

 - how does the curvature of large scale space-time relativity explain a
simple object being 'bound' to the earth (can you reduce 'relativity' to
Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation)

 - If you take a triangle from the earth to the border of a black hole,
will the angles still add up to 180 degrees



BLACK HOLES

	Do the universal constants remain constant throughout time?


	How long after the big bang did the universal constants get created?


	Is there such a thing as an anti-matter black hole?


	Why are scientists so sure that mini black holes will evaporate so quickly?


	For supernovae which produce black holes what percentage gets ejected and what percentage remains as a black hole?


	If quarks have substructure, would they have degeneracy which would further prevent the collapse of the black hole.





1. Can any measurement detect the existence of other universes?  
    Can you discuss the possibility of traveling to other universes
    (via black hole)

 2. Can you discuss recent new discoveries of binary pulsar systems?

 3. What are the similarities and differences between mini-black
    holes (the type that might be created in accelerators), stellar
    mass black holes, and galactic center black holes?

 4. Could you re-explain the helium flash, and does a similar
    phenomenon occur for higher mass stars after helium burning ends?

 5. What will happen if two black holes should happen to meet?

 6. Are orbits around black holes elliptical as in Newtonian
    gravity?  In what way does general relativity change the orbital
    dynamics near a black hole?

 7. Can you try to explain Kruskal's coordinates to us?

 8. Can you discuss Hawking radiation?  Would a mini-black hole
    radiate or decay rather than eating the earth?
 9. How many black holes have been discovered thus far by
    astrophysical observations?

(1) Is the event-horizon the same as the gravitation radius
(Schwarzschild-radius)?

(2) Is the massive black hole in the center of the galaxy the
end-product of a star?

(3) Is the gravitational field in the center of the galaxy holding
the stars of that galaxy together?

(4) What determines if there is a black hole in the center of a
galaxy or not?

(5) Has anyone ever "seen" a natural mini-black-hole?

(6) Is there a minimum radius of a black hole?

(7) Is the field of a mini-black hole stronger than that of a normal
black hole, because of the small radius?

(8) How many black-holes are known in our galaxy?


(12) Is the size of a black hole changing?


